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Sharif :
So I'm the CEO, here with Arthur, the COO, and Etienne our tech advisor. We thought
we'd address some of the most commonly asked questions in such a situation. Feel
free to ask if you have a complementary question.
Arthur:
Hello, I’m Arthur the COO. We’ve doxxed today.
First thing, we will present our CEO and his background.
Sharif :
I'm Sharif, 33, I studied applied mathematics and economics and worked 15 years in
banking in diverse fields, including crypto. But this is my first own token. I'm a
practicing Muslim.
Arthur:
Can you explain the MUSC Project and origin?
Sharif :
A few years back, my brother called me, asking about my zakat. I then realized to my
shame that I forgot to do it that year. After repairing that, I started wondering "How
could I make sure I don't ever forget about zakat again?" And then it hit me: a crypto
aimed at economic exchanges between Muslims with an integrated Zakat, making it
reliable, efficient, and handy.
Arthur:
Why go to DeFi?
Sharif :
I must say I was seduced by the appeal of full decentralization, with the liberty it
implies and the simplicity of use. On top of it, we intend to use MUSC to build a
complete set of application, banking & credit card immediately related to the MUSC
token.
Arthur:
Why choose BSC over other blockchain?
Belgoodboi:
Can you tell why you chose to work on the BSC network ? Its famous for troll
projects, but this one seems pretty solid.

Sharif :
That's a simple one. BSC is simply lighter, cheaper and yet as effective as the other
major blockchains around as we speak. We wanted those qualities for our token,
hence the choice of BSC. To top it, it is also the most largely used in fundraising and
tokens creation at the moment, for these very reasons.
Etienne :
BSC is a fork of ethereum, and is mostly used for doing the first ICO and then bridge
it to ethereum.
Abdel Robers:
There is just more launches and more investors as there is less fees so there is also
more eyes to see 'troll projects'
Arthur:
How does MUSC differ from other projects?
Sharif :
Ah, the classical question. Well, our token differs from anything else around for two
reasons. Firstly, our effort to center its use on the Muslims around the World, and to
gather and unite a community around our project. Secondly, the project in itself.
MUSC is not just a token with a 2% Zakat fee. It's a full long-term project, with like I
said, a payment system in MUSC, a network of partnerships with local groceries and
other halal stores, and as the community and the usage of MUSC grows, so will the
services the Project will be able to propose.
Arthur:
Do you have partnerships? Who are they?
Sharif :
We currently work with Spaceseed.finance for our launch, a very professional and
dedicated team that specializes in token conception and deployment and has helped
us since the beginning. As for the Exchanges, we are in talks with Probit, a large
platform with an impressive growth rate. Finally, we're in talks with Indodax to take
foot in Indonesia and propose our token to the largest Muslim country in the world.
Arthur:
What’s next?
CM:
Simple, we have a roadmap: Presale (August 15th), then Listing (September 15th)
on Probit whilst we build a swap on PancakeSwap. We're in talks with a market

maker and have been approached by a certain number of them. And like I said, we're
in talks with Indodax, the first exchange platform for the largest Muslim country in
the world.
Arthur:
Last question: could you detail presale?
Sharif :
Simple, we have a roadmap: Presale (August 15th), then Listing (September 15th)
on Probit whilst we build a swap on PancakeSwap. We're in talks with a market
maker and have been approached by a certain number of them. We opened a
whitelist for organization purposes, and I'll cede the floor to our partners
@spaceseed to explain the technicalities related to our presale.
Etienne :
You can invest directly on Spaceseed for the presale. As it is on Binance smart chain
you'll need to have BNBs to participate on 15th of August. If you have any wallet
trustwallet, metamask, tokenpocket you'll be able to invest. We'll also share a video
of how to invest on spaceseed.finance.
Norman Bates:
You will launch $MUSC on BEP20 basis. Why choose USDT (said on your roadmap)
as pair to $MUSC, instead BNB ? If you use BNB, please correct your roadmap.
Sharif :
Whilst the Presale will be in BNB, the pairing on exchanges will be with USDT.
Norman Bates:
Do you have plan to burn some $MUSC tokens? If you do have plan to burn some,
how many tokens will be burned: if you burn some tokens, the token will be scarce,
and the price of will be high why you not choose this option ?
Sharif :
We don’t intend to burn any tokens, we intend to build a network of partnerships for
trading and shops, to allow payments in MUSC, and an application for quick buy &
sell of MUSC, plus the need for exchanges, so no burn. Because we want to be on
other exchanges, we need the whole supply and burning would be organizing an
artificial peak in price, which simply isn't why we're here for.
Cruella de Vil :
So this project is for Muslim only how about Asians?

Sharif :
It's for everybody, we just emphasize on the sense of Muslim Community, and Asia
does have the most massive Muslim communities in the world.

Arthur:
What about our doxxing?
Sharif:
We have families and children; we will complete our doxxing during the presale and
again for the listing. We are, however, fully doxxed with Spaceseed, and they are
public figures.
Pruticm:
Is it halal to make money with zakat money?
Sharif :
It is, we won't be making any money on it: the whole product of the fee will be
reversed to Muslim Charities. The Zakat will go to the largest Muslim Charities,
trustworthy and recognized by the UN, like the Red Crescent. As for the investors,
we will give a precise detail of our redistribution monthly, and the future app will
give the possibility to monitor traceability. Anything else you'd like to know?
Pruticm:
If you are not making money, why should I invest?
Sharif :
We are not making any money on the ZAKAT, but it still is a token that will have a
life of its own, and a large project with multiple interests.
Cruella de Vil :
Do you plan to expand internationally?
Sharif :
Of course, our ambition is to provide a Muslim-friendly currency. Indodax, the first
Indonesian exchange, is in talks with us to allow us to put foot on the most
populous country of the Ummah. Don't forget that the Muslims are 1.8 BILLION
AROUND THE WORLD.

